
 

 

IDENTIFYING THE FURTHEST 
BEHIND 

The classification tree methodology 

The commitment to leave no one behind is enshrined in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 

which highlights the importance of providing equal opportunities to all. A new methodological 

approach to identify those left furthest behind in accessing to opportunities and basic services 

represents the first step towards the fulfilment of the 2030 Agenda.  

The classification and regression tree (CART) methodology identifies the groups with the lowest and 

highest levels of access to an opportunity or exposure to a barrier. An algorithm splits the population 
into different groups, which share circumstances. To identify the groups with highest or lowest access, 

the methodology relies on an analytical structure (algorithm) that represents groups of the sample 

population with different levels of access to a certain opportunity / exposure to barrier. 

Which response variables is ESCAP measuring? 

ESCAP has calculated both individual and household-based trees. 
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Individual approach  
 

• attainment of secondary education 

• attainment of higher education 

• prevalence of stunting 

• prevalence of wasting  

• prevalence of overweight 

• access to modern contraception 

• access to professional help during childbirth 

• use of internet 

Household approach  
 

• access to safe drinking water 

• access to basic sanitation  

• access to electricity 

• access to clean fuels 

• ownership of a bank account 

 



 

 

Interpreting the classification tree 

Example Tree  

Response variable: Access to electricity  

Circumstances:  

Household wealth (Bottom 40 or Top 60) 

Residence (urban or rural) 

Highest education level in the household (Primary or 

Higher)  

 

Behind the classification tree methodology operates 

an algorithm that looks at each circumstance, 

separates households in different groups and stops 

when further information cannot be generated by a 

new partition.   

The classification tree shows the average access to electricity of 73 per cent. Disaggregating the sample by 

household wealth, access drops to 39 per cent among the bottom 40 and rises to 96 per cent among the top 

60. Residence and education level represent the circumstances of the remaining branches of the tree. The 

yellow box represents the best-off group: urban households belonging to the top 60 of the wealth distribution 

with 99 per cent access to electricity. The red box instead shows the furthest behind group: only 34 per cent 

of households in the bottom 40 with low education have access to electricity, accounting to almost a fifth of 

the whole population. 

Read more about the classification tree algorithm in the annexes of our policy papers! 

https://www.unescap.org/our-work/social-development/poverty-and-inequality/resources


 

 

 

 

Implications for policymaking:  

The CART methodology sheds light on the groups that are being left behind 

across several opportunities and barriers. These are the groups where 

governments and development partners need to focus their efforts. 

Example graph:  

Access to distinct opportunities for the average, best-off and furthest behind groups 
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